
Clear Prep System Cleanser Procedures
To be used for maintaining your polish system
or when installing a new polish   (Part #33CP-C)

Before installing new polish into your slurry system or when recharging your system, it is 
important to thoroughly clean and �ush the system and all supply and return lines with 
Clear Prep System Cleanser (Part #33CP-C) to remove any debris from the lines.  

Mixing Instructions
1. Combine 5-gallons of tap of DI water with one bottle of Clear Prep System Cleaser Concentrate 

2. Mix throughly

System Cleaning Procedure

1.  Fully drain the system of any old polish.  Rinse existing �lter or replace with a new, 300 micron �lter 
bag.

2. Fill the reservoir with hot tap water and allow it to circulate through the system, including the  
attached polishers, for 15 - 20 minutes. Repeat several times until water runs clear.

3.  Drain the water, replace with fresh hot water and allow it to circulate again for another 15-20  
minutes.

4.  Drain and replace the water with diluted Clear Prep System Cleanser. Allow it to circulate for 1-2 
hours. (If you customarily leave the system loaded with polish overnight, leave the Clear Prep in the 
system overnight.  In the morning brie�y run the Clear Prep through the system for 5 minutes to 
remove any loosened debris.)

5.  Drain the system and clean or replace any �lters. 

6. Rinse system with warm water and remove all rinse water from feed and drain lines by either blow-
ing the lines out with compressed air or by using a wet/dry vacuum.   

7. Fill tank with polish.

8. To prevent any dilution or contamination of the new polish, after �lling the tank with polish, plug 
the polishing machine bowl drains (use a rag or paper towels) and turn the pump on for a few sec-
onds to pump out any remaining water from the feed lines into the bowl.  Turn o� the pump and 
vacuum out the bowls. Remove the drain plugs then initiate polish �ow.  

TIP:  Fill a spray bottle with diluted Clear Prep to have on hand to spot clean spouts, bowls the slurry 
tank and chilling coil.

Read SDS sheet before use.
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Clear Prep Concentrate
Polish System Cleanser
An easy and economical way to remove contaminants from your polish lines.  Recom-
mended before the installation of new polish and bi-yearly to keep lines free �owing.

Features & Bene�ts
•	 Used	to	maintain	and	clean	polish	lines	or	when	installing	new	polish

•	 Keeps	line	free	flowing,	removing	polish	and	swarf	build-up

•	 Use twice a year to remove debris in lines that can cause scratching

•	 Economical	and	easy	to	use

Ordering Information:
Part #: 33CP-C, 760ml concentrate (makes 5 gallons)

Quantity: It is recommended you use approximately the same volume of Clear Prep as the tank’s capacity. 

	 Example:		
PSI’s 911 Slurry System (5 gallon tank) use one 760ml of Clear Prep Concentrate diluted
PSI’s 913 Slurry System (11 gallon tank) use two 760ml of Clear Prep Concentrate diluted

To Order Call 800-237-8154, Fax 800-330-3800
or e-mail info@LookToPSI.com

Discharge from lines after �ushing with Clear Prep


